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Introductions



PAYS® (Pay As You Save)
Pay As You Save® is a utility investment / recovery model designed to expand customer access to cost-effective energy 
efficiency upgrades at customer sites, such as weatherization and new HVAC systems. EEtility is not aware of any 
competing model that has PAYS success (although a few have tried).

- The utility invests in cost-effective energy upgrades as determined by the Program Operator
- The utility’s investment (“tariff”) is considered an “essential utility service” so the same disconnect rules apply. 

This assurance removes the need for credit checks, personal debt or homeownership requirements
- Utilities may use their own capital, 3rd party capital, or access 0% or low interest dollars from USDA 
- To recover costs, utilities place a fixed tariff charge on the customer’s mo. bill (survives occupancy changes) 
- Monthly fixed charge to customer is less than estimated annual savings, so customers enjoys positive cash flow 

(80% rule applies)
- Once the Utility’s investment is fully recovered, including its costs for capital, customer realizes 100% of savings
- 100% QA/QC of all work is condition of contractor payment
- If upgrade fails for no fault of participant, portion of charge stops until fixed or that portion is forgiven
- Full measurement and verification of actual pre and post meter data is a requirement
- Marketing and outreach strategies should include focusing repeated messaging to high energy intense locations
- Fuel savings count towards determining cost effectiveness of upgrade offer.
- Deferred investments in peak power; no free riders; existing rebates must apply if upgrade measure is eligible
- Premises in not good enough condition to last tariff term (10-12 yrs) still get Direct Installs and pathway forward
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PAYS® Program Operations



Roanoke Electric implemented the Upgrade to $ave® PAYS program in 2015 which to date, has fully invested in over 660 
structures in a service area recognized by the federal government for persistent poverty.  On average, the program is saving 
participating members $650 per year on their energy costs and Roanoke has had NO charge offs to-date.

Roanoke Electric Cooperative Success

Program Participant Summary

Members Enrolled: 1520

Tier 1 Installs: 576

Tier 2 Installs: 677

Total Installs: 1253
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PAYS Questions?
For follow up information please contact:
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